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EXHILARATE every moment. From the battle cry of a legendary 328 PS
(323-hp) naturally aspirated V6 to the world’s-first rev-matching
manual transmission. The relentless cornering grip of a dynamically
balanced chassis talking to you through a driver-focused cockpit.
Savor the feeling that only the legendary Z can bring to YOUR DRIVE.
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260Z

240Z

280Z

1974 ─ 1974.5

1970 ─ 1973

3 0 0 ZX

1984 ─ 1989

280ZX

1975 ─ 1978

3 0 0 ZX

1990 ─ 1996

1979 ─ 1983

370Z

2 0 0 9 ─ Pre s e n t

IT’S NEVER BEEN VERY GOOD
AT BLENDING IN
Since its introduction in 1970, the Z has caused a commotion,
rewriting the rules of sports cars in terms of style, performance, and value.
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Connector
Lightweight wheels and
suspension help provide instant
response to driver commands,
connecting you to the road.

Locator
Cross braces in the engine and
cargo compartment add
structural rigidity, allowing the
suspension to act more precisely.

First Responder
An aluminum hood reduces
weight on the front end,
enhancing steering response.

IT LOOKS THE WAY IT DOES,
SO IT CAN DO WHAT IT CAN DO

Revver
A lightweight carbon-fiber
composite driveshaft lets the
engine rev more quickly.

The short wheelbase for quick response, the wide track for stability, the low
center of gravity to connect you to the road. The Z has an intrinsic beauty
that’s born of function, then shaped with passion.
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LEGENDARY POWER

The 370Z is powered by the 4th-generation VQ V6
engine. With 3.7-liter displacement for massive muscle,
this 328 PS dynamo features advanced Variable Valve
Event and Lift (VVEL) technology that continuously
tunes valve lift and timing for quicker response and a
broader torque curve, while optimizing fuel efficiency
and reducing emissions. Sounds impressive? Check it out.
The exhilaration from idle to the 7,500-rpm redline –
on the straights or through the corners – is pure magic.

3.7 328 363
LITER

V6
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6MT

7AT

THE DRIVER FIRST AND FOREMOST

Gauges that move with the steering column ensuring a clear view. A driver’s seat with
special cutaways that give arms and legs room to move. From the moment you get in,
you can tell – the Z interior has been custom-tailored to give you the drive of your life.
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NISSAN SYNCHROREV MATCH 6-SPEED MANUAL

A MATCH
MADE IN DRIVING HEAVEN
SynchroRev Match gives you the shifting skills of a pro, for a
smoother, controlled drive, from your favorite twisty road to
your daily commute. It’s one manual transmission so smooth,
it would make an automatic jealous. And for 2018, every Z
with manual-transmission enjoys a new EXEDY clutch, for
reduced pedal effort and enhanced precision and control.
With over 65 years of excellence, advanced engineering, and
patented innovations, EXEDY is the undisputed world leader
of performance sports and racing clutches.

EXEDY® is a registered trademark of EXEDY Corporation.
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LIGHTWEIGHT SUSPENSION COMPONENTS. The lighter
a suspension’s components, the more quickly it can react to
the driver and bumps in the road. Use of strong yet lightweight
aluminium makes the Z suspension extremely responsive.
Its double-wishbone front and 4-link rear design helps to keep
the tires vertical to the ground, maximizing their contact patches.
Dual flow pass shocks enhance control. And super-light forged
19" alloy wheels are available for even quicker response.

4-PISTON BRAKE CALIPERS ON 355 MM FRONT ROTORS.
Balance doesn’t just apply to cornering. Bringing the
powerful Z to a halt are its largest brakes ever – 355 mm
front rotors, with the gripping power of 4-piston front
calipers. Purpose-designed ducting helps to reduce fade and
provide predictable and precise stopping power.

EQUIPPED TO BE EPIC

VEHICLE DYNAMIC CONTROL. A great sports car shouldn’t
just exhilarate, it should also inspire confidence. Vehicle
Dynamic Control (VDC) on the 370Z continuously monitors
the speed of each wheel, steering angle, yaw, lateral G-forces
and even braking pressure.
It compares the data to the steered vehicle path and, if it
senses the onset of understeer or oversteer, VDC brakes
individual wheels and/or reduces engine power to help keep
you on your steered course.
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At every corner of the 370Z, you’ve got components
that have been chosen through thousands of miles
and thousands of test hours in the most grueling
high-performance conditions imaginable. Each part
alone is an exquisite virtuoso, but put together, creates
a performance of epic proportions.
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PERFECT BALANCE
AT THE PERFECT POINT

Some consider a static 50/50 balance to be the perfect
weight distribution for handling. But Nissan engineers
realized that something closer to a 55 front/45 rear static
ratio is actually ideal for the Z. As you reach the center
of the turn – the apex – adding power shifts the balance
rearward towards the driven wheels, creating a near
50/50 balance in motion. This translates into enhanced
tire contact for better acceleration, quicker turns, and a
handling feel that’s uniquely Z.
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370Z ROADSTER

OPEN TO THE POSSIBILITIES

Expanding the definition of a “convertible”. The 370Z Roadster is designed to
let you enjoy open-top driving longer – whether it’s just later in the day, or later
in the season*. Heated and cooled seats help keep you comfortable even when
there’s a chill in the air. Aerodynamic design helps minimize air buffeting in
and around the cabin, for a quieter ride. And when it’s time to put up the top,
a double-insulated roof helps keep the cabin warmer on cool days, and reduces
interior noise, making this one roadster you’ll want to enjoy all year-round.
*Do not drive the vehicle with the top partially opened. Always make sure the top is either fully opened or closed before driving. See Owner’s Manual for proper use.

1
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What happens when the fanatical engineers at NISMO are
let loose on the 370Z? You get 350 horsepower surrounded
by a NISMO-tuned suspension and a driver-focused interior,
all wrapped in a jaw-dropping NISMO-designed aerodynamic
body. Obsessive? Perhaps. Extraordinary? Most definitely.

344
OR 339

PS

HP

Competition-tuned handling. Competition-inspired design. Serious grip starts with specially
tuned springs, shocks, and stabilizer bars designed to satisfy the most demanding enthusiast.
Extra braces on the front strut tower bar and special vibration dampers on the front body frame
rail and rear subframe are added for impressive overall body rigidity and the feel of a controlled
ride. A true work of performance art, the 370Z NISMO Tech entices the eye with its 19" RAYS forged
alloy wheels, high downforce body, aggressive front and rear fascia, and rear diffuser.

H-PIPE FREE-FLOW DUAL EXHAUST

AERODYNAMICS AND DOWNFORCE

CHASSIS ENHANCEMENTS

WHEELS BY RAYS®1

TUNED SUSPENSION AND BRAKES

SIGNATURE INTERIOR

Professional driver. Closed course. Obey all traffic laws, always drive safely and wear your seat belt. Damage resulting from racing, competitive driving, track and/or airstrip use not covered by warranty. See your New
Vehicle Limited Warranty and Owner’s Manual for proper vehicle operation and complete warranty details. 1Tires shown are different from actual production vehicle. RAYS is a registered trademark of RAYS Engineering.
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TRIMS

COLOURS
CUSTOMIZE YOUR 370Z

Solid: S - Metallic: M

Metallic Red (M)
NBA

Vibrant Red (S)
A54

Pearl White (M)
QAB (Anti-scratch paint)

CLOTH
(COUPE)

LEATHER
(GT - ROADSTER GT)

Black

LEATHER
(GT)

Black Leather

LEATHER
(ROADSTER GT)

Persimmon

Wine

PAINT SELECTION

Techno Silver (M)
K23 (Anti-scratch paint)

Ultimate Yellow (M)
EAC

Diamond Black (M)
G41 (Anti-scratch paint)

Midnight Blue (M)
RAA (Anti-scratch paint)

Grey (M)
KAD (Anti-scratch paint)

ANTI SCRATCH PAINT
is an effective soft clear coat
technology that can cure visible
surface scratches and swirl marks.

Metallic Red
NBA

Vibrant Red
A54

Pearl White
QAB

Diamond Black
G41

Techno Silver
K23

Ultimate Yellow
EAC

Grey
KAD

Midnight Blue
RAA

BLACK CLOTH
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DIMENSIONS

ALLOY WHEELS
A
B
C

18" Dark Grey
Gun Metallic alloy

19" Alloy wheels

19” NISMO
RAYS alloy

A: Overall height: 1,310 MM
B: Wheelbase: 2,550 MM
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C: Overall length: 4,265 MM (4,300 MM for NISMO)
D: Overall width: 1,845 MM (1870 MM for NISMO)
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AT NISSAN,

WE FOCUS
ON QUALITY.

MASTERED THROUGH
EXPERIENCE.
At Nissan, we do everything with the customer in mind. Every
action and decision we make, is made with the utmost care,
precision and quality because ultimately, it's for you. From
conception to car construction, from testing to transparency, from
customer service to commitment. Quality is in every fine detail.

360° PROCESS
We build in quality from the outset, meticulously conceiving each
car to make them more comfortable and more durable through
innovative design, intelligent technology and thoughtful details
inspired by you.

SAFETY
We work with our intelligent driving systems to constantly look out for
you and help you avoid any mishaps for a bolder, more confident
driving experience day after day. Our Around View Monitor uses 4 cameras
to give you a virtual birds eye view of your car in its surroundings.

EXTREME RELIABILITY
We push our cars to the limit to guarantee their daily performance and
reliability. We travel millions of kilometres in pre-production tests, open
and close doors and bonnets thousands of times a day and even use real
volcanic dust from Japan to test window resistance.

ULTIMATE PROOF |
Our commitment to quality is best demonstrated by you. Search for testimonials,
reviews and ratings online or find out what people are saying about Nissan on
Reevoo. It’s the best place to compare vehicles and get real answers from real
owners you can trust.
https://www.nissan.co.uk/vehicles/new-vehicles/370Z/customer-reviews.html
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YOU WILL NEVER DRIVE ALONE
NISSAN CUSTOMER PROMISE

Dare. Improvise. Explore. Experience. Feel free to test and enjoy your Nissan.
Anywhere and anytime, we are going to take care of you
in a transparent, honest, genuine way.

LIVE.

FREE COURTESY CAR
Even if your car needs to go to the repair shop, your life needs to keep on going.
This is why at Nissan we provide you with a free courtesy car for every maintenance or
repair service.

DO NOT WORRY.

SERVICE CONTRACTS
Nissan Service Contract is the best way to give your Nissan 370Z the maintenance
it deserves! We take good care of your Nissan whilst keeping your aftercare at fix
price over years. While bringing your car at our dealership, we will change your parts
and fluids in accordance with Nissan official service schedule and perform check
ups for peace of mind journeys. Total budget and plan control, Nissan will inform you
of due visits and propose the most suitable service and timing for your services.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the 3 Years/100,000 km
warranty for a longer period or mileage. Select the contract that best suits your
driving usage. In case of a repair, only Nissan genuine parts will be used and fitted
by Nissan trained technicians. For your peace of mind, 24/7 European roadside
assistance is included (if applicable).

LIFETIME FREE NISSAN ASSISTANCE
We get to where we are needed. If an unexpected event happens, do not worry,
you just have to call us: you can count on our 24/7 Nissan Roadside Assistance.

DECIDE.

FREE CHECK-UP FOR YOUR NISSAN
We provide you a free check-up on your Nissan before carrying out any service. This way
you know exactly what is needed to be done and how much it will cost you so you can make
a fully informed choice.

CHOOSE.

SERVICE PRICE MATCH
You want the best at the best price. With our service price match you will be sure you
get it. If you are offered a better price, we will match that offer.

Anywhere, anytime, anything: contact us
directly through our free telephone number 800

200 000

nuncaconduzirasozinho.pt
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AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT
THE BEST IN US.
You spark our imagination. You provoke our
ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules
and innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is
not just about additions and extensions; it’s
about crossing the line to reinvent the status
quo. It ’s about developing unexpected
solutions to satisfy your wildest and most
pragmatic desires. At Nissan, we design cars,
accessories and services that break the
mould - making the practical exciting and
the exciting practical to offer you a more
exhilarating driving experience everyday.
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NISSAN 370Z
OFFERS YOU:
3-YEAR WARRANTY OR 100,000 KM
YEARLY OR 30,000 KM INTERVAL
FOR DIESEL ENGINES
YEARLY OR 20,000 KM INTERVAL
FOR PETROL ENGINES
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visit our website at: www.nissan.pt

Dealer stamp:

Follow Nissan on:
/NissanPortugal

@NissanPT

/ /NissanPortugal

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (November 2017).
This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy
of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles
described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please
check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes
used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used.
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – FY17 370Z MC BROCHURE LHD 11/2017 – Printed in EU.
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.
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